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| BURTON MEN’S FORMAL HIRE

Major high street retailer Burton Menswear 
tasked me with promoting their Formal Hire 
service. This was project managed through 
the entire production from concept designs, 
photography through to art direction. The 
result was a brochure of large, inviting images, 
illustrating the classic beauty and cut of their 
suits, whilst maintaining the more fashionable 
tone their customers have come to expect.



| ZAP BARBIE BROCHURE

Zap had recently won the licencing rights to 
produce the soft furnishings for Matel’s Barbie 
brand. With this in mind they approached me to 
promote this fact.

The artful combination of product photography 
alongside the uniquely illustrated history of 
Barbie prompted Zaps latest range, in an 
attention grabbing “pink” way.



| STYDD GARDEN ARCHITECTS

Approached by the Directors of Stydd to help 
drive their business forward. Renowned for 
their expertise in horticulture they wanted 
to expand their business into the ‘high end’ 
landscape gardening sector. Using my 
experience in design and photography I 
devised a promotional brochure which covered 
all aspects of their business in a very effective 
visual way - the end result was an inspiring
visually striking piece of literature.



| BRAINS CORPORATE IDENTITY

IT Brains needed a visual identity to bring their 
many faceted services into focus. 

A simple but visually powerful identity was 
created that reflected their name, whilst at the 
same time gave no allegiance to any single 
aspect of the company



| MARC WILKINSON JOINERY

A start up company that had big ideas and 
more importantly wanted to stand out from the 
competition. A big idea, needs a big identity! 
A fresh brand design was developed that 
communicated a larger than life, man sized 
message. From a burly, muscular retro logo to 
stationery and van graphics, a look that was
every bit as solid and reliable as their service 
was established.



| LIFE DESIGNS

Produced to provide knowledge for a new 
service called HypnoBirthing. “Pictures say a 
thousand words” was the approach to this brief.

By using very striking and ‘cutesy’ images 
based around soft and soothing colours, a 
piece of literature was created, which most 
‘mums-to-be’ cannot help but pick up and be 
captivated.



| JACK ROSS ACCOUNTANTS

The North West’s leading chartered accountants 
contacted me to design a promotional mailer 
to target local businesse, to convey the wide 
range of bespoke services they had to offer. 
The underlying message was ‘Whatever your 
accounting needs we have the right tools for 
the job’. A design based around - successfully 
promoting their services was embarked upon 
with ‘You wouldn’t take a sledge hammer to 
crack a walnut’ as the main narrative.



| NORTHERN HOME LOANS
  AND MORTGAGES

A simple but very effective web site that 
“answered the clients brief perfectly”.
The key points were to create a clean 
uncluttered site that the browser could 
quickly navigate and apply for on line loan 
and mortgage quotes. To engage the user 
- reinforcing the ‘made easy message’ was 
introduced through cordial imagery and an   
easy five step application - Simple.



| SYNTH POP - A celebration of the
  music of Sheffield

This was a very personal indulgence into my 
own past and a celebration of the band - The 
Human League and their rise to success 
through very difficult times within the city they 
lived - Sheffield. This project cumulated into an 
exhibition at the University of Sheffield Student 
Union building were The League once played.



| VISUAL NARRATIVE - The decay
  of nature

The subject of decay and its various forms 
was the main focus of this project and as such 
there were several layers that needed to be 
addressed within the finished pieces. The final 
collection was installed within an exhibition and 
consisted of four main pieces - all of which can 
be seen here in the form of sculpture and
photography.



| TYPOGRAPHIC MUSINGS

I was invited to submit typographic works for 
consideration in an exhibition exploring beauty 
and variation in typographic form.

The exhibition was held at the Hub M3 
Manchester, UK, were designers from across 
the North West of England were invited to 
attend and comment on the works exhibited.



| LEST WE FORGET - BOOK

Along with the production of the book, the 
images here document the official opening 
of the “Lest We Forget” exhibition and book 
launch. Following on from the well attended 
opening i was also involved in group, and 
individual tours of the exhibition which brought 
visitors from not only the University but other 
institutions here in Abu Dhabi and internationally.
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| ART251 - Basic Design

Student: May Amer//Shammah//Nada

The work shown here is evidence that students 
are more aware of what is expected of them 
once they search out their ideal careers in 
industry. This course also gives students a 
better understanding of what is available to 
them when they were tasked with creating their 
own resource book.



| ART357 - Designing for the Web

Student: Ameena Al Hammadi

This course gives the students a basic 
understanding of how to go about designing 
and creating a website. They are taught basic 
design skills such as: use of typography, 
images, and layout within internet based design. 
They go through the process of hierarchy, 
structures and engagement of an audience.



| ART397 - Advanced Adobe CS

Student: Asma//Noorah//Maitha

The course gives the students an understanding 
of how graphic design play’s an important role 
in relaying information to the wider public. it also 
helps them to decipher larger and sometimes 
very indepth information into easily and 
understandable visual references.



| ART359 - Information Design

Student: Shaikha Ali Al Tunaji

The course gives the students an understanding 
of how graphic design play’s an important role 
in relaying information to the wider public. it also 
helps them to decipher large and sometimes 
very indepth information into easily and 
understandable visual references.



| ART359 - Information Design

Student: Mahra Al Bin Falasa

The course gives the students an understanding 
of how graphic design play’s an important role 
in relaying information to the wider public. it also 
helps them to decipher large and sometimes 
very indepth information into easily and 
understandable visual references.
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| ART352 - Graphic Design II

Student: Asma//Noorah//Maitha

The course gives the students an understanding 
of how graphic design play’s an important role 
in relaying information to the wider public. it also 
helps them to decipher large and sometimes 
very indepth information into easily and 
understandable visual references.



| ART352 - Graphic Design II

Student: Ameena Al-Hammadi

This course gives students an opportunity 
to explore visual language and relationship 
involving detailed studies of typography, 
calligraphy, imagery, graphic design history, 
sustainable design and social responsibility.



| ART352 -Graphic Design II

Student: Shaikha Al Zaabi

The course gives the students an understanding 
of how graphic design play’s an important role 
in relaying information to the wider public. it also 
helps them to decipher large and sometimes 
very indepth information into easily and 
understandable visual references.



| ART405 - Professional Artist

Student: Mariam Al Shamsi

Through a series of lectures, demonstrations, 
studio work, class discussions and critiques, the 
work displayed here is evidence that students 
are more aware of what is expected of them 
once they search out their ideal careers in 
industry. By creating a unique portfolio and 
experience of interview techniques.



| ART452 -Graphic Design III

Student: Sara Al Khayari

Through lectures, group sessions and one-to-
ones, students explore and learn concepts of 
sustainable brand system including naming, 
logo development, stationary, signage,
promotional materials and small scale 
campaigns. They refine their design process, 
research, collaborate, conceptualise and 
expand their understanding of context, 
sensibility and social responsibility.



| ART452 - Package Design

Student: Meera Al Hanadi

At the end of this course students will have 
the ability to understand the importance of 
good package design as a form of marketing 
a product, they will be capable of visually 
producing clean and understandable 
information.



| ART452 - Package Design

Student: Shaikha Al Zaabi

At the end of this course students will have 
the ability to understand the importance of 
good package design as a form of marketing 
a product, they will be capable of visually 
producing clean and understandable 
information.



| ART452 - Package Design

Student: Reem Omar

At the end of this course students will have 
the ability to understand the importance of 
good package design as a form of marketing 
a product, they will be capable of visually 
producing clean and understandable 
information.



| ART490 - Internship

Student: Mariam Al Shamsi

This course gives students an opportunity to 
gain practical experience of the workplace 
relevant to their major learning outcomes with 
employers in the public or private sectors. 
internships are intended to match the academic 
background and strengths of students, their 
interests and future career ambitions.
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